
Unofficial translation   
About claim of the phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation 

within the limits of country, transit, export, order of processing and 
realization of subquarantine materials 

 

Order of Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine 

from Augusts, 23, 2005 N 414 

 

It is incorporated in Ministry of justice of Ukraine 

on September, 29 in 2005 after N 1121/11401 

 

With changes and additions, brought in 

by the order of Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine 

from March, 28, 2006 N 154 

 

In accordance with articles of a 11 Law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" ORDER:  

 

1. To confirm the phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of country, 
transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials which are added.  

 

2. To acknowledge such which lost a action a order of the Main state inspection is from the quarantine of 
plants of Ukraine from September, 25, 1996 N 72 "About claim of Rules of phytosanitary control on the 
state boundary of Ukraine", incorporated in Ministry of justice of Ukraine on December, 27, 1996 after N 
754/1779, but a order of the Main state inspection is from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine from 
August, 6, 2002 N 65 "About claim of Rules of phytosanitary control of wood and wares from it", 
incorporated in Ministry of justice of Ukraine on August, 30, 2002 after N 716/7004.  

 

3. To the main state inspection from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine (Dobryanskiy Y.V.) in 
accordance with established procedure to provide presentation of this order on state registration to 
Ministry of justice of Ukraine.  

 

4. Control is after implementation of order to lay Minister of Miller on a deputy С. І.  

Minister  

O.P. Baranivskiy 



 

IT IS RATIFIED 

by the order of Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine 

from Augusts, 23 in 2005 N 414  

 

It is registered  

in Ministry of justice of Ukraine  

on September, 29 in 2005 after N 1121/11401  

 

Phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of country, transit, export, order 
of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

Phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of country, transit, export, 
organization and order of realization of phytosanitary (quarantine) control is determined the order of 
processing and realization of subquarantine materials (farther - Phytosanitary rules) at a import from 
abroad, transit, export, transportations within the limits of country, and also order of processing and 
realization of subquarantine materials.  

 

1. Generals  

 

1.1. Organization of Phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials has such goal:  

 

a guard of territory of country is from bringing or independent penetration of quarantine organisms;  

 

implementation of international duties of Ukraine, agreements is from the quarantine of plants, 
requirements of agreements (contracts);  

 

warning of penetration of harmful organisms both on territory of Ukraine and on its limits;  

 

protecting of users from acquisition of infected by wreckers, illnesses of plants and weeds of 
subquarantine materials, including imported, that can inflict considerable losses to the national economy 
and environment of Ukraine.  

 



1.2. It is belonged to the Phytosanitary requirements:  

 

list of quarantine areas from which the export of subquarantine materials is forbidden without a 
quarantine certificate, circumstances, which entailed introduction of the quarantine mode, and time which 
he is inculcated from;  

 

name of quarantine organism (Ukrainian and Latin); description of organism; signs of damage of plants 
and vegetable products; name, sort, breed and others like that, which he damages; period for a year, when 
a most threat of distribution of quarantine organism is;  

 

requirement to the quarantine and phytosanitary state of subquarantine materials and objects;  

 

requirements to fumigation (disinfestation), name of chemicals (subject to condition their using for a 
disinfestation), level of their concentration and display;  

 

term of action of Phytosanitary and quarantine certificates. At ordering to the export phytosanitary 
requirements, marked in the contract of country-importer, international conventions and agreements, are 
taken into account also.  

 

Phytosanitary and quarantine certificates, which accompany every separate party of subquarantine 
materials which are transported in one transport vehicle, which certify them the quarantine and 
Phytosanitary state, are determined by the organs of Government service from the quarantine of plants of 
Ukraine.  

 

1.3. Phytosanitary rules are obligatory for implementation of state power all organs, by legal and physical 
entities.  

 

1.4. Government controllers from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine in the work follow:  

 

By the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants";  

 

by the decision of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from May, 26, 2004 N 672 "About claim of Order of 
leadthrough of inspection, review, analysis, inspection and disinfestation of subquarantine materials and 
objects and their list";  

 



By position about Government service from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine, ratified by the order of 
Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine from December, 11, 2003 N 439, incorporated in Ministry of 
justice of Ukraine on December, 29, 2003 after N 1244/8565;  

 

by documents, that develops for the countries of European Concord Food and agricultural organization of 
United Nations (FAO) European and Mediterranean Organization of quarantine to defence of plants, the 
member of which is Ukraine in obedience to by the decision of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from 
January, 27, 1994 N 38 "About entering of Ukraine into Convention of foundation of European and 
Mediterranean organization of defence of plants";  

 

by international conventions, agreements and agreements in industry of quarantine of plants which are 
ratified by Ukraine.  

 

1.5. Main government controller from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine, his deputies, Main government 
controller of Autonomous Republic of Crimea, main government controllers of areas, cities of Kyiv and 
Sevastopol, and also government controllers from the quarantine of plants within the limits of the plenary 
powers have a right:  

 

1.5.1. To conduct phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials and objects, which are exported, 
imported, transported by transit or taken out from quarantine areas.  

 

1.5.2. To carry out state control from the quarantine of plants and inspect plants and vegetable products, 
agricultural and forest lands, in a that number to control activity introduction-quarantine nurseries, state 
breed-districts, hothouses and hothouses, botanical gardens, that conduct quarantine verification of seed, 
plants and propagating material, left from abroad, on the proper territory.  

 

1.5.3. To require information, necessary for realization of the plenary powers.  

 

1.5.4. To detain on a period the leadthrough of quarantine review and phytosanitary examination 
subquarantine materials which are brought in without quarantine documents from a quarantine area or 
from abroad.  

 

1.5.5. To select standards from party of plants and vegetable products for the leadthrough of 
phytosanitary examination in accordance with a law.  

 

1.5.6. To give out obligatory for implementation orders in relation to realization of quarantine measures 
(disinfestation of subquarantine materials, sending to the technical processing of infected by the 



quarantine organisms of plants and vegetable products or their elimination if it be impossible leadthrough 
of quarantine measures in accordance with To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants").  

 

1.5.7. To give conclusions to the organs of insurance in relation to the inflicted losses as a result of 
liquidation of quarantine organisms.  

 

1.5.8. To impose in a order, set by a law, administrative penalties on persons, guilty in violation of 
legislation from the quarantine of plants.  

 

1.5.9. To carry a service dress with the signs of distinction set standard and form.  

 

1.5.10. To take away for a day long the proper pictures of introduction of the quarantine mode in the case 
of exposure of quarantine organisms.  

 

1.6. Terms which are used in these phytosanitary rules have such value:  

 

load - amount of plants and vegetable products and/or other subquarantine materials which are 
transported from one country to other escorted (if necessary) by one phytosanitary certificate (a load can 
consist of one or a few parties, but transported in one transport vehicle);  

 

hearth - territory on which found out a quarantine organism;  

 

import, export - aggregate of actions, related to moving of plants, vegetable products and/or other 
subquarantine materials and transport vehicles through the custom border of Ukraine in the proper 
direction;  

 

additional declaration - specification, which a country-importer requires to bring in a phytosanitary 
certificate and which contains additional information which touches the phytosanitary state of party of 
load only;  

 

prohibition - a refuse is in the import of subquarantine material at his disparity to the phytosanitary 
requirements;  

 

protective area - territory which a quarantine organism can independently overcome for one vegetation 
period;  



 

cut away flowers and branches - type of commodity, fresh parts of plants, which are not intended for 
seating, but foreseen for the decorative use, are included in which;  

 

export - export of load outside territory of Ukraine for a free appeal without the obligation of his 
returning on this territory and without establishment of terms of his use;  

 

import - import of load on territory of Ukraine for a free appeal without limitation of term of his stay on 
this territory;  

 

liquidation - elimination of quarantine organism by methods which have biological hundred-per-cent 
efficiency;  

 

localization - leadthrough of phytosanitary measures scope and round a quarantine area for prevention of 
distribution of quarantine organisms;  

 

wood cleared from a bark - wood which all bark is remote from, except for vascular cambium, bark 
round growths, and also nest of bark between the rings of annual increment;  

 

packing material is from wood - wood or products of wood (except for paper products), which are used 
for support, defence or transporting of material, including the wooden fastening;  

 

party - it is a aggregate of units of one commodity, which differ monotony of the composition, origin and 
component part of load;  

 

processing - a change of bodily condition of subquarantine material is under the action of mechanical, 
chemical or thermal factors;  

 

a boundary point is from the quarantine of plants (farther - BIP) - it is structural subdivision of 
regional inspection from the quarantine of plants, located in the point of admission on the state boundary 
of Ukraine, through which moving is carried out through a state boundary in the modes of export, import 
or transit of plants, vegetable products and/or other subquarantine materials, that carries out them 
quarantine review, phytosanitary control and selection of standards;  

 



a point is from the quarantine of plants - it is structural subdivision of regional inspection from the 
quarantine of plants, which carries out primary and/or the second quarantine reviews, phytosanitary 
control by government controllers from the quarantine of plants at a export or import of plants, vegetable 
products and/or other subquarantine materials;  

 

re-export - export in the mode of export outside custom territory of Ukraine of load which was before 
imported on this territory;  

 

re-export load - it is a load, which is imported in a country which he is afterwards exported from. A load 
can be saved, distributed to pieces, to interfuse with other loads or recooperaged;  

 

commodity - plants, products of phytogenous and/or other subquarantine materials, transported for trade, 
processing or with other purpose;  

 

transit - moving of load which takes place from other country, through territory of Ukraine without any 
use of this load on the noted territory;  

 

transit load - load which is transported from one country in other and not added to the infection or 
contamination harmful organisms. A load can not be divided, combined with other loads. It is impossible 
to change packing;  

 

phytosanitary measure - official procedure, directed on warning of appearance or distribution of 
harmful organism;  

 

3-kilometre area - territory in the radius of 3th kilometres, adjoining to the point of quarantine of plants 
or to the areas of custom control on territory of country. Territory and objects, located in to the 3-
kilometre to the area, is subject to the inspection government controllers from the quarantine of plants in 
obedience to operating methods and requirements.  

 

1.7. Subquarantine materials and objects. The list of subquarantine materials and objects is ratified by the 
decision of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from May, 26, 2004 N 672 "About claim of Order of 
leadthrough of inspection, review, analysis, inspection and disinfestation of subquarantine materials and 
objects and their list".  

 

Seed and planting material, agricultural, forest and decorative cultures, plants and their parts (cuttings, 
bulbs, tubers, garden-stuffs and others like that), and also other products of phytogenous, which can carry 
wreckers, illnesses of plants and weeds, cultures of living mushrooms, bacterium, viruses, and also 



eelworms, claws and insects which can inflict harm to the vegetable resources, collections of insects, 
exciters of illnesses of plants and standards of damages which are inflicted by them, and also herbariums 
and collections of seed, belong to subquarantine materials.  

 

2. There is a order of import of subquarantine materials from abroad 

 

2.1. Subquarantine materials it is allowed to bring in to Ukraine at presence of:  

 

2.1.1. Quarantine import permit (transit) (farther - quarantine permission) which gives out the Main state 
inspection from the quarantine of plants (farther - Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn) (addition 1).  

 

Transportation of load through the state boundary of Ukraine is allowed only through the concrete point 
(points) of admission, marked (marked) in quarantine permission which is given out on the declared term, 
but no more than on a half-year. Payment for registration of quarantine permission is carried out on rates, 
ratified by the decision of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from November, 24, 1993 N 953 "About rates 
on the inspection of subquarantine materials, requiring payment services to the enterprises, organizations 
and citizens".  

 

To beginning of import or realization of transit carried out during 5 days on foundation:  

 

(a indention is third to the subitem of a 2.1.1 point 2.1 with changes, brought in in obedience to 

 by the order of Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

statements are from a recipient (addition 2);  

 

confirmation is about payment (payment, receipt of postal order or warrant of bank establishment);  

 

copies of contract.  

 

They are given to Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn 5 days prior to registration of quarantine permission.  

 

Shut out bringing of any changes and additions in quarantine permissions in relation to the amount of 
load, character of subquarantine material and others like that;  



 

2.1.2. The import of subquarantine materials is allowed escorted by the original of phytosanitary 
certificate, which seems a public organ from a quarantine and defence of plants of country-exporter which 
certifies the phytosanitary state of load.  

 

In the case of leadthrough of disinfestation (fumigation) in a phytosanitary certificate information is 
specified about the leadthrough of disinfestation (name of chemical matter and his concentration, display 
and others like that).  

 

A phytosanitary certificate (original) is accompanied by a load to the point of setting, and in the case of 
leadthrough of custom registration in the point of admission on the state boundary of Ukraine the original 
of phytosanitary certificate remains on BIP, and a load to destination is sent escorted by a quarantine 
certificate.  

 

In the case of absence of phytosanitary certificate (on a concordance with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn) a load 
is subject to returning or detention for registration of quarantine certificate (addition 3) with a previous 
review and phytosanitary examination.  

 

Null information about a disinfestation (fumigation) can not be foundation for confession of phytosanitary 
certificate invalid.  

 

The import of subquarantine materials from countries which do not have public organs from a quarantine 
and defence of plants is allowed without a phytosanitary certificate with previous registration of 
quarantine permission of Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn, in which phytosanitary requirements are set in relation 
to their import and use;  

 

(subitem of a 2.1.2 point 2.1 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.1.3. Criteria after which it can be said no in the grant of quarantine permission:  

 

violation of quarantine requirements is during realization of imports;  

 

receipt of material from the regions of countries, where widespread organisms which are a quarantine for 
Ukraine and in relation to which it is impossible or uneffective leadthrough of disinfestation are;  



 

a import does not coincide with the settled terms and geographical location of places of the use 
(phytosanitary state of areas);  

 

absent possibility of placing seminal or propagating material is for the quarantine checking for the hidden 
infection;  

 

sorts or hybrids seminal and not brought in propagating material in the State register of sorts of plants of 
Ukraine, suitable for distribution in Ukraine.  

 

In the case of refuse in the grant of quarantine permission Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn in writing reveals to 
the declarant with pointing of concrete reasons of refuse.  

 

Decision about a refuse in delivery of quarantine import permit or transit it can be appealed in the central 
organ of executive power on questions a agrarian policy and in a court;  

 

(subitem of a 2.1.3 point 2.1 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.1.4. Persons which are engaged in a import must adhere to set quarantine permission and legislation of 
requirements, in particular in relation to the point of admission marked in quarantine permission for 
moving of load through a state boundary to destination.  

 

In agreements (contracts) on the import of subquarantine materials to Ukraine phytosanitary requirements 
can be set in relation to the phytosanitary state of load.  

 

(subitem of a 2.1.4 point 2.1 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.2. A import is settled to Ukraine from other countries in obedience to by the decision of Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine from May, 26, 2004 N 672 "About claim of Order of leadthrough of inspection, 
review, analysis, inspection and disinfestation of subquarantine materials and objects and their list":  

 



2.2.1. Standards of seed and propagating material for research and plant-breedings works with the 
obligatory leadthrough of phytosanitary examination on determination of the hidden infection subject to 
condition sowing (landings) in introduction-quarantine nurseries under control government controllers 
from the quarantine of plants, regardless of the phytosanitary state of country-exporter;  

 

2.2.2. Seed and propagating material, which is free of harmful organisms for state testing, production and 
demonstration sowing, with the previous concordance of places of growing with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn. 
The sort of plants must be included in the State register (in the case of absence of sort in the State register 
- necessary permission of the specially authorized central organ of executive power is on questions a 
agrarian policy);  

 

2.2.3. Seminal material of vegetable, floral cultures and lawn herbares, packed up in the original packing, 
and planting-stock of forest decorative, floral-decorative and potted cultures with the purpose of 
realization only after the leadthrough of complete phytosanitary examination on a infection by quarantine 
organisms in quarantine laboratory with placing of non-permanent party in the special nursery 
(hothouses) without a right for realization in a time of leadthrough of examination. In the case of 
leadthrough of general control after the mestome of growing (shipping) of seminal and landing material 
during the leadthrough of laboratory examination the results of the conducted verification are taken into 
account;  

 

2.2.4. Commodity parties of subquarantine materials which are free of quarantine organisms, with the 
purpose of the use on food, feed-stuff necessities and on technical processing;  

 

2.2.5. Commodity parties of grain and grain with a food, feed-stuff purpose and from the countries of 
distribution of quarantine types of weeds, which bilateral agreements are celled with, on a concordance 
with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn, for processing on the specially taken enterprises;  

 

2.2.6. Soft-woods, which are brought in to Ukraine from Asiatic part of Russia:  

 

from April, 1 to October, 31, which is cleared from a bark and more than 3 mm does not have the larval 
openings diameter, to well-educated longhorn family Monochamus, treated by a dry pair (Kiln drying) or 
disinfected;  

 

from November, 1 to March, 31 the import of non-barked wood which does not have the larval openings 
diameter more than 3 mm, well-educated longhorn family, is admitted Monochamus.  

 

At the exposure of quarantine organisms wood must be disinfected;  

 



2.2.7. Wood and commercial timbers, which are brought in to Ukraine from the USA, Canada, Mexico, 
Japan, China, South Korea, island Taiwan, to Hong Kong, Portugal, which must be:  

 

cleared from a bark and not to have the larval openings diameter more than 3 mm, to well-educated 
longhorn family Monochamus;  

 

treated by a dry pair (Kiln drying) or disinfected;  

 

2.2.8. Ridges of breeds of mahogany, which are brought in to Ukraine from the countries of Near and 
Distant East, South and North America, Oceania in a period:  

 

from April, 1 to October, 31 - subject to the obligatory disinfestation;  

 

from November, 1 to March, 31 - subject to the disinfestation in the case of exposure of harmful 
organisms;  

 

2.2.9. Postal mails of private individuals which contain the subquarantine products of phytogenous 
(groats, except for seminal and to propagating material of all plants and potato, flour, dried and fresh 
green-stuffs and fruit, coffee, cacao, tea, spicinesses, spices, nuts, sugar), in a amount there are to 2 kg for 
every name, which are free of quarantine organisms.  

 

2.3. Subquarantine materials which are brought in to Ukraine, and also transit and re-export subquarantine 
materials in the points of admission on the state boundary of Ukraine are subject to phytosanitary control 
government controllers from the quarantine of plants.  

 

2.4. During realization of phytosanitary control a presence or absence of any wreckers, illnesses of plants 
and weeds is set in subquarantine materials and objects.  

 

2.5. phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials and objects, transport vehicles in the points of 
admission on a state boundary is carried out by a government controller from the quarantine of plants in 
the area of custom control simultaneously with a customs inspection to the leadthrough of unloading 
operations, and also in the process of unloading or overload and after his completion. On this period on 
accompanying documents the stamp of standard pattern is filled in (addition 4). The proper stamps belong 
as a result of the conducted review (additions 5 - 7). The workers of customs conduct custom registration 
only after the leadthrough of phytosanitary control and instrumental in his leadthrough, revealing to about 
the receipt of subquarantine materials and objects the government controllers from the quarantine of 
plants.  



 

2.6. phytosanitary control of all transport vehicles, subquarantine materials, vegetable investments in 
luggages of passengers, members of crews, commands, and also postal mails which act from abroad, 
registered by government controller BIP in the magazine of registration of phytosanitary control and 
laboratory examinations of subquarantine materials and transport vehicles which arrive from abroad to 
Ukraine through the point of admission (addition 8), and all information about the conducted works 
during a duty, that a variable inspector must do, fixed in the magazine of duties of government controllers 
on BIP (addition 9).  

 

2.7. Since a government controller will make sure from the quarantine of plants, that a subquarantine load 
is accompanied by quarantine permission, there is a phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter, 
determined in relation to the phytosanitary state of country of origin, will conduct previous phytosanitary 
control of subquarantine materials which act from abroad, the act of phytosanitary control (addition 10) is 
designed in two copies (one - for consignee, and second - it remains on BIP).  

 

(point 2.7 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.8. The export of subquarantine materials (except for those which are subject to elimination) outside 
territories of points of admission inward of country is settled only at presence of quarantine permission, 
where certain destination, condition and place of the use or realization of subquarantine materials and 
quarantine certificate which is given out on every transport unit in four copies: first and second - give 
oneself up to the owner of goods, third - sent in a national inspection from the quarantine of plants after 
the mestome of the use of load as a report, fourth - saved and fixed on BIP in the magazine of registration 
of leadthrough of phytosanitary control and delivery of quarantine certificates (addition 11) as a 
document of the severe accounting.  

 

2.9. At the issue of the imported subquarantine materials outside territories of boundary points, if they 
initially do not look around on a state boundary, in a national inspection from the quarantine of plants at 
the place of setting to the load on a transport fame or on accompanying documents the stamp of standard 
pattern (addition 12) is filled in about the obligatory leadthrough of phytosanitary control and 
examination after the mestome of custom registration in presence a government controller from the 
quarantine of plants.  

 

2.10. Moving of subquarantine materials outside a area is carried out on a concordance with the Main 
state inspection from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine.  

 

(point 2.10 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 



 

2.11. In the process of leadthrough of phytosanitary control but/or phytosanitary examination at a 
exposure on-the-spot of transport vehicle, container of wreckers in the living state a transport vehicle is 
infected together with a load subject to the disinfestation. In the case of absence of wreckers on-the-spot 
transport vehicle government controller BIP examines subquarantine material and takes away standards 
from party of subquarantine material for the leadthrough of examination. In the case of exposure of 
quarantine and other harmful organisms a load stays too long, on transport documents the proper stamp 
belongs and the act of detention (returning) (addition 13) is designed, and standards - sent during 1 days 
on confirmation to the quarantine laboratory.  

 

(point 2.11 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.12. Standards are taken away in obedience to operating normative acts from the leadthrough of 
phytosanitary examination. In the case of leadthrough of the repeated or additional phytosanitary 
examination standards from some parties can be selected additionally. If a infection, subquarantine 
materials, was set, transport vehicles are subject to the disinfestation. At impossibility to conduct a 
disinfestation a load is returned to the exporter, about what a act is and done record in the magazine of 
registration of the returned subquarantine materials on BIP (addition 14), send to the technical processing 
or withdraw, destroy with registration of act a exception in 2th copies (addition 15), a stamp belongs on 
transport documents, registered in the magazine of registration of the withdrawn and destroyed 
subquarantine and controlled materials on BIP (addition 16). Elimination is conducted after a 
phytosanitary review outside the point of admission on the state boundary of Ukraine by incineration in 
the specially taken places, namely: in the stoves adjusted for this purpose or in sanitary pits, metallic 
barrels, boxes or containers with the layer pouring of the infected material by a lime.  

 

2.13. In the case of exposure on-the-spot of transport vehicle, container or in subquarantine material of 
quarantine and other dangerous wreckers in the living state, exciters of illnesses of plants or weeds, 
opening of transport vehicles, containers, luggage standards selected on BIP and during transportation 
workers and facilities of ferryman or person which accompanies a load, in destinations - by consignees.  

 

Freight works are with subquarantine materials in marine and river ports, air-ports, on railways and other 
points of admission conducted only with permission a government controller from the quarantine of 
plants after the leadthrough of phytosanitary control which makes sure a stamp on transport documents.  

 

(point 2.13 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 



2.14. At unloading or overload of subquarantine materials phytosanitary control is conducted with the 
selection of standards for establishment of the phytosanitary state of load.  

 

2.15. A government controller from the quarantine of plants controls stripping of transport vehicles after 
transportation of subquarantine materials and gives to recommendation for the leadthrough of 
disinfestation.  

 

2.16. Passengers, members of judicial commands, crews of airplanes, train staff, drivers of motor 
transport, which arrive to Ukraine, must give subquarantine materials to phytosanitary control. In the case 
of exposure in them of quarantine wreckers, exciters of illnesses of plants or weeds a exception and 
elimination of subquarantine materials is conducted with registration of the proper act.  

 

2.17. Food supplies are on domestic and oversea ships which are infected by wreckers in the living state, 
on the period of stay of ship in port after the requirement of government controller from the quarantine of 
plants subject to the disinfestation or elimination. If doing it is impossible, foodstocks in treasure sealed 
to the leadingout of ship on a raid or in neutral water.  

 

2.18. At the import of subquarantine materials by containers they must be accompanied by the 
phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter and answer requirements, foreseen in quarantine permission. 
Each such container must be accompanied by a specification with the complete list of the names and 
amount of materials.  

 

During the leadthrough of quarantine review the government controllers of BIP make sure that a container 
is in the technically in good condition state, subquarantine materials are accompanied by phytosanitary 
documents. Thus containers look around only outwardly, without opening. On transport documents the 
proper stamp is filled in. A quarantine review and phytosanitary examination of materials which are 
transported by containers except for transit transportations is carried out in the places of location of 
subsections of custom registration of custom organs of setting.  

 

(a indention is second to the point 2.18 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.19. Postal mails with the investment of subquarantine materials leave to the addressee only after the 
leadthrough of review and phytosanitary examination, which certify that material is free of quarantine 
organisms.  

 

On the accompanying documents of the tested postal mails government controller BIP fills in the stamp 
of standard pattern (addition 5). On postal mails it can a stamp belongs by French.  



 

2.20. Seed, propagating material of agricultural, decorative, floral cultures which are sent in postal mails 
in a address research establishments, are subject to the review and phytosanitary examination and sent 
after the mestome of the use or in introduction-quarantine nurseries escorted by quarantine certificates.  

 

2.21. In the case of exposure in luggage and carry-on baggage of passengers, members of crews, 
commands, and also in postal mails, which act from abroad, subquarantine materials forbidden to the 
import, government controller BIP has a right on their exception and elimination. On the withdrawn 
material government controller BIP designs the act of exception and elimination in two copies, one of 
which remains on the point of admission from the quarantine of plants, and second - gives oneself up or 
sent to the proprietor of subquarantine material. On accompanying documents a stamp belongs and 
registered in the magazine of registration of the withdrawn and destroyed subquarantine and controlled 
materials on BIP.  

 

2.22. Subquarantine materials which act for international exhibitions are subject to phytosanitary control 
and phytosanitary examination after the mestome of leadthrough of exhibitions. Upon termination of 
exhibitions exhibits are subject to returning in a country which they were left from, or transferrableness in 
introduction-quarantine nursery (hothouse) for checking for the hidden infection (seminal or propagating 
material), or to elimination. At the exposure of subquarantine materials, infected by quarantine organisms, 
a government controller from the quarantine of plants gives a order in relation to the leadthrough of 
necessary quarantine measures. Every special case in relation to the use of exhibition subquarantine 
materials it follows necessarily to co-ordinate with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

2.23. Government controllers from the quarantine of plants at the import of large parties of subquarantine 
materials (seminal and propagating material, fruit, green-stuffs et al) conduct general researches with 
government services from a quarantine and defence of plants of other countries with the purpose of 
accordance of subquarantine materials to the phytosanitary requirements.  

 

When general researches of subquarantine materials are conducted by the specialist of quarantine service 
of Ukraine in a country-exporter, on phytosanitary documents a stamp is filled in with the signature of 
checking inspector, and a quarantine review and examination is conducted after the mestome of receipt of 
such materials.  

 

2.24. Phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials and objects is conducted by government 
controllers from the quarantine of plants also in the places of location of subsections of custom 
registration of custom organs of setting. The workers of custom conduct custom registration of loads only 
after the leadthrough of phytosanitary control. A leadthrough is assumed as evaluated by a inspector from 
the quarantine of plants of selective phytosanitary review or review on composition to the extent of 
accumulation of subquarantine loads with the low level of phytosanitary risk, taking into account 
character of load and country-exporter. Thus on transport documents the proper stamp is filled in "Under 
phytosanitary control". After the leadthrough of phytosanitary control on customs declaration a stamp is 
additionally filled in "A import to Ukraine is settled". A government controller from the quarantine of 



plants enters in the complement of commission at the review of loads which act. Registration is conducted 
on a flowsheet, ratified by the chiefs of quarantine inspections and chiefs of regional customs or by the 
chiefs of customs.  

 

(point 2.24 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.25. Without a concordance with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn, without quarantine permission and without a 
phytosanitary certificate in the point of admission on a state boundary a import is allowed to Ukraine:  

 

2.25.1. Done rice straw and wares from it, friezings cones, henna, basma;  

 

2.25.2. Artistically decorative and technical wares, wares of folk trades from wood (furnitures, 
agglomerated parquet milling cutter, purveyances for a container, Board and others like that);  

 

2.25.3. Wooden container which is not selected by separate commodity position;  

 

2.25.4. Wooden frames for pictures, pictures, mirrors;  

 

2.25.5. Fresh garden-stuffs, green-stuffs (except for a potato) in a amount which does not exceed 2th kg 
of every name on one person, in a carry-on baggage and in postal mails;  

 

2.25.6. Products of phytogenous, free of quarantine organisms, which is foreseen for the feed of 
commands of ships, crews of airplanes and personnel of other types of transport;  

 

2.25.7. Coffee ground in a vacuum packing, coffee soluble, cacao grated, cacao-butter, yeasts, tobacco 
wares, pastry wares, wares from a flour, to starch;  

 

2.25.8. To the cut of living flowers (except for chrysanthemums and hyacinths) not more than 50 things.  

 

2.26. On occasion, on a concordance with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn a import is settled without quarantine 
permission, but on condition of leadthrough of phytosanitary control and at presence of phytosanitary 
certificate of country-exporter:  



 

2.26.1. Standards of seed and planting material of plants, which act for scientific researches (exchange a 
gene pool) in a address the National center of genetic resources of plants, botanical gardens and scientific 
establishments of Ukraine with a grant about it of the proper letters and in the case of necessity - on a 
concordance with the specially authorized central organ of executive power on questions a agrarian 
policy.  

 

Seed and propagating material, that sent in postal mails in a address the employees of research 
establishments in quality of exchange, exchange, a gene pool between botanical gardens or for other 
scientific researches, are accompanied by the phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter and subject to 
the review and phytosanitary examination government controllers from the quarantine of plants without 
registration of quarantine permission;  

 

2.26.2. Standards of agricultural produce and raw material which acts for foreign trade establishments of 
Ukraine (size of one standard must not exceed 5 kg).  

 

(a indention is first to the subitem of a 2.26.2 point 2.26 with changes, brought in in obedience to 

 by the order of Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

The standards of subquarantine materials, which act for foreign trade establishments, enterprises, 
organizations, are subject to phytosanitary control on general conditions. At a exposure in such materials 
of quarantine and other harmful organisms they are subject to the disinfestation, returning, processing or 
elimination.  

 

2.27. A import is forbidden to Ukraine from other countries:  

 

2.27.1. Transport vehicles and subquarantine materials which are infected by quarantine organisms;  

 

2.27.2. Exciters of illnesses of plants, cultures of living mushrooms, bacteria, viruses, insects, claws, 
eelworms which damage plants (except for standards which act for scientific researches), import and the 
subsequent use of which must be co-ordinated with Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn;  

 

2.27.3. To soil;  

 

2.27.4. Seminal material of agricultural cultures, potato, propagating material, fruit, forest and decorative 
cultures and cut of flowers from the countries of distribution of quarantine organisms (wreckers, illnesses 



of plants and weeds) with the purpose of the use for the production sowing and landings without the 
leadthrough of control from the side of specialists of quarantine service of Ukraine in the places of 
shipping (growing) of products;  

 

2.27.5. Seed and propagating material of all plants, potato in postal mails of private individuals and carry-
on baggage, luggage of passengers, members of commands of ships, crews of airplanes, helicopters and 
other types of transport vehicles;  

 

2.27.6. packing wood which is not cleared from a bark and not heated or chemical treated;  

 

2.27.7. Woods of bamboo and chemically untilled wares are from him without the leadthrough of 
disinfestation;  

 

2.27.8. Saw-timbers which are not cleared from a bark;  

 

2.27.9. bark is from a soft-wood.  

 

2.28. Except for realization of phytosanitary control, government controller BIP must with the purpose of 
determination of the phytosanitary state:  

 

2.28.1. Periodically to inspect on territory of point of admission storage facilities, places of storage and 
processing of the imported subquarantine materials (what reveals to the chiefs of CPE of boundary troops 
of Ukraine, custom and chief of railhead). Inspections conduct in obedience to operating methods after 
the ratified graphic arts;  

 

2.28.2. To carry out the review of sowing and planting which are placed on territory of point of admission 
and 3-kilometre areas, in obedience to the plan of inspections and methods (what reveals to the chiefs of 
CPE of boundary troops of Ukraine, custom and chief of railhead). On each BIP must be: flowsheet of 
realization of phytosanitary control, map-chart 3-kilometre areas, collection and herbarium material, 
document of inspection, is collected;  

 

2.28.3. At a exposure as a result of inspections of quarantine wreckers, illnesses of plants and weeds to 
give them on confirmation in a quarantine laboratory, to take measures from localization and liquidation 
of found out a hearth, introduction of the special quarantine mode which is fixed in the proper magazine 
of registration of leadthrough of control inspections and inspections 3-kilometre areas (addition 17).  

 



2.29. Works from providing of leadthrough of disinfestation of subquarantine materials and objects which 
move through a state boundary will organize state inspections from the quarantine of plants of 
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, areas, cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol.  

 

2.30. Control after implementation of works from the disinfestation of subquarantine materials carries out 
Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

2.31. Point 2.31 it is eliminated  

 

(in obedience to the order of Ministry of agrarian 

 there are politicians of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

2.32. The use of subquarantine material is allowed only since a government controller from the quarantine 
of plants together with the specialist of fumigation detachment will check up efficiency of leadthrough of 
disinfestation.  

 

2.33. Refrigiration of garden-stuffs citrus is conducted consignee in coolrooms with the observance of 
terms, that establishment normatively legal by acts, and under control a government controller from the 
quarantine of plants.  

 

2.34. Co-operation of public servants of custom organs and public servants of Government service from 
the quarantine of plants of Ukraine during realization of previous documentary control of commodities in 
the points of admission through the state boundary of Ukraine is determined by the acts of legislation.  

 

 

3. Order of transit of subquarantine materials 

 

3.1. Transit subquarantine materials are transported by territory of Ukraine under stopping only in the 
carriages, motor-vans, truck refrigirations or containers, covered or isothermal, technically in good 
condition, except for commercial timbers and saw-timbers which can be transported in the opened 
transport vehicles.  

 

3.2. Transportation of subquarantine materials by transit carried out territory of Ukraine at presence of 
quarantine permission and phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter and in accordance with the 
phytosanitary requirements of Ukraine and country-importer.  



 

3.3. For the receipt of quarantine permission a person not later than 5 days gives to 
Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn:  

 

request on the receipt of quarantine permission;  

 

copy of external economic contract in the case of overload and storage of subquarantine material on 
territory of Ukraine;  

 

request, concerted with a state inspection from the quarantine of plants, at transit of subquarantine 
materials with a overload in ports of Ukraine there is a place of overload in the area of maintenance of 
which;  

 

document which confirms conducted for registration of quarantine permission payment, in obedience to 
by the decision of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from November, 24, 1993 N 953 "About rates on the 
inspection of subquarantine materials, requiring payment services to the enterprises, organizations and 
citizens".  

 

3.4. In the case of receipt on the border of subquarantine materials without phytosanitary documents a 
load is subject to returning or stays too long on the period of processing of the proper documents. If it be 
impossible receipt of phytosanitary certificate from a exporter a load is subject to the leadthrough of 
phytosanitary control with subsequent delivery of phytosanitary certificate on a re-export (addition 18).  

 

3.5. Subquarantine materials which are transported in air-tight, isothermal and technically in good 
condition transport vehicles, under stopping without a overload on custom territory of Ukraine, not 
accompanied quarantine permission. At transit of subquarantine materials without a overload on custom 
territory of Ukraine on transport documents a inspector from the quarantine of plants is fill in the stamp of 
standard pattern (addition 19). Information about transit through territory of Ukraine is registered 
registration of transit subquarantine materials on BIP (addition 20).  

 

3.6. In case of occurring of suspicion on a infection the quarantine organisms of transit subquarantine 
materials, which are transported in the opened transport vehicles, quarantine inspector BIP detains a load 
for the leadthrough of review and phytosanitary examination. In this case it is necessary to design 
quarantine permission, for what in the point of admission on a entrance to Ukraine a inspector from the 
quarantine of plants is check up the presence of necessary for registration of quarantine permission of 
documents. This documents set forth to Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn, and a load is skipped through the point 
of admission on territory of Ukraine with filling in on the transport documents of stamp. At departure 
from territory of Ukraine the inspector of quarantine service of point of admission checks up only the 
mark of phytosanitary service on transport documents and produces a load outside Ukraine. Quarantine 



permission is designed by Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn sent on BIP for accounting. Information on admission 
of such loads through a frontier is registered registration of transit subquarantine materials on BIP.  

 

3.7. Subquarantine materials, which are infected by quarantine wreckers, illnesses of plants and weeds 
and in relation to which the impossible use of effective measures from a disinfestation, are subject to 
returning to the country-exporter or to elimination on a concordance with the proprietor of load and with 
processing of the proper documents.  

 

3.8. At the export of transit subquarantine materials from territory of Ukraine government controller BIP 
checks up the marks of Government service from the quarantine of plants, that the imports done in a 
point.  

 

3.9. Containers with subquarantine materials which are transported by transit by territory of Ukraine must 
be air-tight, subject to the external review without opening and not accompanied by quarantine 
permission, but obligatory presence of phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter.  

 

4. Order of export and re-export of subquarantine materials 

 

4.1. Subquarantine materials and objects are taken out outside Ukraine in the mode of export escorted by 
a phytosanitary certificate, given out by a government controller from the quarantine of plants, with 
pointing of their origin and address of oversea consignee. A phytosanitary certificate is given out on every 
party of subquarantine materials, which are exported in accordance with the requirements of Food and 
agricultural organization of United Nations (FAO OF UNO), operating international agreements from a 
quarantine and defence of plants of countries of point-of-sale partners, which are ratified by Ukraine, and 
requirements of countries-importers.  

 

4.2. A phytosanitary certificate is certified by absence in subquarantine materials of quarantine and other 
harmful organisms. In the case of leadthrough a disinfestation is specified the name of chemical matter 
and his concentration, display.  

 

4.3. A phytosanitary certificate (addition 21) and phytosanitary certificate on a re-export is printed with a 
identical number in 3th copies, which are originals, excellent in color: two copies - give oneself up to the 
declarant, and third - it remains after the mestome of registration as a document of severe account. 
Delivery of phytosanitary certificates and phytosanitary certificates on a re-export is registered in the 
magazine of registration of delivery of phytosanitary certificates and phytosanitary certificates on a re-
export (addition 22).  

 

4.4. The order of forms of phytosanitary certificates is carried out it is centralized through 
Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  



 

4.5. Phytosanitary certificate of subquarantine materials designed on foundation: inspections of plants in a 
period a vegetation and/or inspections of places of storage, and/or quarantine review and phytosanitary 
examination, which certify that material is free of harmful organisms or (if necessary) was disinfected. 
For the receipt of phytosanitary certificate the owner of goods must hand in a application on registration 
of phytosanitary certificate, phytosanitary certificate on a re-export and quarantine certificate (addition 
23). Subquarantine materials which are taken out on a export are fixed in the magazine of registration of 
subquarantine materials which are taken out on a export from Ukraine (addition 24), and given out 
phytosanitary certificates are registered in the proper magazine. Term of action of phytosanitary 
certificates - 14 days.  

 

A load must be examined not earler than 5 days to shipping on a export.  

 

4.6. The form of phytosanitary certificate filled in printing a letter, legibly, without corrections by a 
typoscript or legible capital letters (at filling from a hand). On call of owner of goods and on the basis of 
handed a in application, filled by English, a phytosanitary certificate is designed by English.  

 

4.7. A phytosanitary certificate is considered actual at presence of three-cornered wet seal (addition 30) 
with international symbolism of phytosanitary service (xerox copy and photocopies of seal is not 
allowed). Any corrections in the designed phytosanitary certificate are categorically forbidden.  

 

(point 4.7 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

4.8. Ships, barges, carriages, containers, vehicles, intended for loading of subquarantine materials, are 
subject to the quarantine review, and in the case of exposure of wreckers - to the disinfestation.  

 

4.9. Government controller BIP controls the export of subquarantine materials outside Ukraine. The 
export of subquarantine materials on BIP is fixed in the magazine of registration of export subquarantine 
materials on BIP (addition 25), and on transport documents a stamp is filled in (addition 26).  

 

In the case of receipt of export parties of subquarantine materials on a state boundary with a phytosanitary 
certificate, the term of action of which made off, government controllers from the quarantine of plants are 
carry out rearrangement of phytosanitary certificate with the obligatory leadthrough of quarantine review 
and phytosanitary examination of such load. The leadthrough of quarantine review and phytosanitary 
examination is represented in the acts of phytosanitary control.  

 



4.10. In the case of returning of subquarantine materials through violation of phytosanitary requirements 
government controller BIP quickly informs about returning a state inspection from the quarantine of 
plants, that gave out a phytosanitary certificate, and inspection there is the placed point of admission in the 
area of maintenance of which.  

 

4.11. A form and order of filling of phytosanitary certificates must fully answer a form and order, which 
are set By international convention from a quarantine and defence of plants but by international standards 
for phytosanitary measures.  

 

4.12. The standards of certificates are included by standard formulations and format which it is needed to 
adhere to during preparation of official phytosanitary certificates. It is necessary for providing of action of 
documents and them easy recognition, and also including of major information.  

 

4.13. In obedience to the requirements of countries-importers it is necessary to stick to during preparation 
and delivery of phytosanitary certificates:  

 

registration of phytosanitary certificates one of international languages (English), and the botanical name 
of plants - by Latin;  

 

to the term of action of phytosanitary certificates and time of their delivery after the leadthrough of 
inspection;  

 

filling of phytosanitary certificates only typing;  

 

units, description of load and declared his amount, certain in certain units.  

 

4.14. phytosanitary certificates must include information which touches phytosanitary questions only. 
They must not include:  

 

assertions that requirements are executed;  

 

certificates in relation to the health of animals and people;  

 

to information about tailings of pesticides or radio-activity;  



 

commercial information (letters of credit and others like that).  

 

4.15. Invalid phytosanitary certificates and reasons for the rejection of the given certificates are consider 
those which:  

 

illegibly filled;  

 

contain incomplete information;  

 

complete or underexposed to the period of action;  

 

have unsolved corrections;  

 

have contradictory or incompatible information;  

 

given out on the forbidden materials, plants;  

 

have formulation, that incompatible with the standards of certificates;  

 

does not have a original or copy not notarized.  

 

without the signature of person which gave out a certificate, and three-cornered wet seal, with 
international symbolism of phytosanitary service;  

 

given out on forms, which do not answer a form which is set By international convention from a 
quarantine and defence of plants but by international standards for phytosanitary measures, which are 
ratified by Ukraine;  

 

given out by persons, what not authorized by a national legislation for processing of such documents;  

 



contain invalid or untruthful information.  

 

4.16. A phytosanitary certificate is for a re-export it is the same, as a phytosanitary certificate, except for 
part which touches a certification. In this part national organization specifies from a quarantine and 
defence of plants, marking the proper fields, whether a load is accompanied by the original of 
phytosanitary certificate or him by the notarized copy, whether there was repackaging him, whether a 
transport vehicle (including containers) is new but whether a additional inspection is conducted.  

 

4.17. At the re-export of subquarantine materials all quarantine limitations which touch export 
subquarantine materials spread on them, at a export a phytosanitary certificate is designed on a re-export 
which certifies the phytosanitary state of subquarantine load after his storage on territory of country, which 
is added to the phytosanitary certificate of country-exporter (origin). Delivery of phytosanitary certificate on 
a re-export is fixed in the magazine of registration of delivery of phytosanitary certificates and 
phytosanitary certificates on a re-export.  

 

4.18. If subquarantine material is divided, and the got loads are exported separately, such loads are 
accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate for a re-export and notarized by a state inspection from the 
quarantine of plants by the copies of original of phytosanitary certificate.  

 

4.19. A phytosanitary certificate for a re-export is given out on loads which were brought in a country, and 
through the certain interval of time taken out to other country. Also a phytosanitary certificate on a re-
export is given out, if a load was saved, divided, was combined with other loads or was repacked on 
condition that he was not subject to penetration or infection by a quarantine and by other harmful 
organisms for a country-importer.  

 

4.20. Before the beginning of work with subquarantine material government controller from the 
quarantine of plants:  

 

determines the volumes of work, place of origin of carrying material; 

 

checks up accordance of request to the terms of contract;  

 

takes into account the results of control inspections in the period of vegetation or during storage;  

 

the question of specific of leadthrough of phytosanitary control decides (export on a export, export in other 
areas on a concentration for a subsequent export, receipt from other areas with subsequent custom 
registration for a export);  



 

the presence of quarantine certificate sets in the case of export from a quarantine area.  

 

(point 4.20 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

4.21. During the leadthrough of phytosanitary control of subquarantine material a government controller is 
from the quarantine of plants:  

 

examines a load;  

 

the code of products, type of carrying material, type of packing, marking, sets;  

 

determines a chart, order of selection and amount of standards;  

 

takes away standards, forms the incorporated test, selects a middle test;  

 

designs the act of phytosanitary control in two copies.  

 

4.22. After a review a government controller from the quarantine of plants inlays a label in a middle 
standard, seals him or seals (specifies the official essential elements on a seal) up and escorted by a letter 
- direction and guarantee sheet of proprietor about obligatory payment for the leadthrough of examination 
or with confirmation about the conducted payment sends him to the laboratory which serves this region.  

 

Standards which act to the quarantine laboratory on examination must be selected directly by a 
government controller from the quarantine of plants in obedience to the set method.  

 

4.23. The results of the conducted phytosanitary examination are represented in the conclusion of 
phytosanitary examination.  

 

The conclusion of phytosanitary examination is designed in 3th copies, one of which is saved in a 
laboratory, second - given out to the government controller from the quarantine of plants, and third - to 
the proprietor of subquarantine material. In a conclusion, except for found out a quarantine and other 



harmful organisms, concrete recommendations are marked in relation to the subsequent use of 
subquarantine material.  

 

4.24. Standards in which it is not discovered quarantine organisms and which were not used in the process 
of examination return to the person in a three-day term from the day of registration of conclusion.  

 

Standards in which were found out quarantine organisms disinfect and use for making of collection 
material or destroy.  

 

4.25. Registration of subquarantine material for a import or export outside a country is allowed to the 
government controllers from the quarantine of plants upon only receipt results of phytosanitary 
examination.  

 

4.26. Ships, barges, carriages, containers, vehicles which are intended for loading export loads or 
materials, are subject to the quarantine review. In the case of exposure of harmful organisms transport 
vehicles are subject to the disinfestation or cleaning. The fitness of transport vehicle for transportation of 
export subquarantine products is determined by a sender or his representative jointly with a government 
controller from the quarantine of plants.  

 

4.27. In the case of returning of export subquarantine materials a country-importer through violation of 
phytosanitary requirements of question in relation to elimination, disinfestation, processing of such loads 
accede to Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

4.28. Subquarantine materials, that taken out outside a quarantine area, and transported by territory of 
Ukraine with the purpose of processing, concentration, storage in other areas (ports, railheads, 
compositions, terminals) or on other enterprise for a subsequent export, must be accompanied by a 
quarantine certificate.  

 

(point 4.28 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

4.29. A quarantine certificate is given out on subquarantine material on the basis of quarantine review and 
phytosanitary examination by a government controller from the quarantine of plants on the statement of 
owner of goods.  

 



4.30. A quarantine certificate accompanies every separate party of vegetable subquarantine materials, 
which is transported in one ship, barge, carriage, container, vehicle and others like that, and actual 15 
days.  

 

Phytosanitary control of export parties of subquarantine materials is conducted in the place of the previous 
shipping and additionally in the points of accumulation, when commodity party is formed, with delivery 
of phytosanitary certificate, where he acts escorted by a quarantine certificate.  

 

4.31. The terms of purveyance, storage and defence of export subquarantine materials must be specified 
in contracts (agreements).  

 

4.32. Phytosanitary measures with export subquarantine materials are conducted due to the owner of goods 
of subquarantine material in obedience to operating rates, ratified by the decision of Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine from November, 24, 1993 N 953 "About rates on the inspection of subquarantine materials, 
requiring payment services to the enterprises, organizations and citizens".  

 

4.33. Subquarantine materials and transport vehicles are subject a quarantine review to loading in the 
places of their storage (compositions, railheads, ports, terminals and other places). After the review of 
subquarantine materials and transport vehicles their loading and export to the place of setting is 
conducted.  

 

4.34. Before custom registration of subquarantine materials, what exported a quarantine review is 
conducted directly in a transport vehicle with the selection of standards for phytosanitary examination in 
obedience to a current legislation.  

 

(point 4.34 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

4.35. Before loading of ship by concrete party of subquarantine material which targets at a export in a 
certain country, and with a previous accumulation in marine or river port, at the railway station, 
autotransition or other terminal or enterprise a person must give standards from party of subquarantine 
material for a quarantine review and phytosanitary examination before loading.  

 

4.36. Person after shipping of subquarantine material on a export after the requirement of government 
controller from the quarantine of plants obliged to give a specification on export vegetable materials in 
every carriage with pointing of the name of the shipped subquarantine materials (sort, amount, essential 
elements, humidity and others like that), name of supplier, station of setting and sending, exact 
destination and customer address, number(ditch) of carriage, to give shipping.  



 

4.37. During the leadthrough of review on the ships of marine and river fleet a government controller is 
from the quarantine of plants, above all things, obliged to make sure that a ship answers the phytosanitary 
requirements of Ukraine, and also country-importer. A phytosanitary certificate is designed by a 
government controller from the quarantine of plants on every party of subquarantine material which is 
transported after one transport document, but no more than on one ship.  

 

4.38. The second quarantine review of subquarantine materials is conducted, if there is suspicion on the 
hidden infection by quarantine organisms under time: warehousing, concentrations (accumulation); at 
sorting in marine ports, railheads, autotransitions, enterprises and other terminals.  

 

4.39. At the exposure of harmful organisms during the review of subquarantine materials a review is 
halted. A ship is taken on a raid or other available isolated space; carriage - on additional track; vehicle - 
on the isolated area for the leadthrough of quarantine measures on localization and liquidation of 
quarantine or harmful organism. At the infection of export materials by quarantine organisms a 
government controller from the quarantine of plants in place independently makes decision in relation to 
the leadthrough of quarantine measures, and a question about their disinfestation co-ordinates with 
Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

4.40. A final conclusion about the quarantine state of load after a disinfestation is set on the basis of the 
repeated review and phytosanitary examination.  

 

4.41. On call of person in obedience to the request given by it a government controller from the 
quarantine of plants designs a phytosanitary certificate on other loads, if a country-importer requires 
registration of such certificates. By foundation for delivery of phytosanitary certificate conducted by a 
government controller from the quarantine of plants quarantine review and phytosanitary examination of 
such materials.  

 

4.42. Postal mails with the investment of subquarantine materials leave to the addressee escorted by a 
phytosanitary certificate after the leadthrough of review and phytosanitary examination, which certify that 
material is free of quarantine and other harmful organisms. On accompanying documents the stamp of 
standard pattern belongs in Ukrainian or French language.  

 

4.42.1. Postal mails with seminal and by propagating material, which send research establishments outside 
Ukraine, botanical gardens and Government service from the guard of rights on the sorts of plants, subject 
to the quarantine review and phytosanitary examination in the places of growing seminal and propagating 
material or on the basis of the conducted quarantine review and phytosanitary examination of the materials 
given by a person and must be accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate.  

 



4.42.2. Postal mails of physical persons with subquarantine materials weighing to 2 kg it is allowed to 
send without a phytosanitary certificate on a export, but with the obligatory leadthrough of quarantine 
review and phytosanitary examination of such materials.  

 

5. A order of transportation of subquarantine materials is within the limits of country 

 

5.1. Transportation of subquarantine materials within the limits of Ukraine is carried out escorted by a 
quarantine certificate, which seems the organs of Government service from the quarantine of plants of 
Ukraine, which certifies the quarantine state of plants and vegetable products, a route, terms of 
transportation and use of them, container and packing of these materials, determines.  

 

5.2. phytosanitary control of such subquarantine materials is included by the leadthrough of complex of 
quarantine measures by government controllers from the quarantine of plants: quarantine review, 
phytosanitary examination; in the case of exposure of quarantine or other harmful organisms - leadthrough 
of disinfestation, cleaning or other measures which are directed on elimination of quarantine organism.  

 

Quarantine measures spread on subquarantine materials, which quarantine organisms which are limitedly 
widespread on territory of Ukraine can spread.  

 

5.3. A quarantine certificate is folded in 4th copies: the top and second copies of certificate are got by a 
declarant; third - a government controller from the quarantine of plants sends in a address a quarantine 
inspection, where subquarantine material is sent; fourth - it remains for a government controller from the 
quarantine of plants as a document of the severe accounting.  

 

On call of proprietor of subquarantine material there can be given out xerox copy of certificate, notarized 
by the chief of state inspection from the quarantine of plants. A account and writing of the spoiled forms 
of certificates is conducted in obedience to the requirements of current legislation.  

 

5.4. A quarantine certificate accompanies every separate party of subquarantine materials, which are 
transported in one ship, barge, carriage, container, vehicle. Term of action of quarantine certificate - 15 
days.  

 

5.5. A quarantine certificate is given out on party of subquarantine materials on the basis of inspections of 
plants in the period of vegetation and/or leadthrough of phytosanitary control by a government controller 
from the quarantine of plants.  

 



5.5.1. In the period of vegetation of plants (from appearance of stair to collection) government controllers 
from the quarantine of plants conduct the control inspections of cultural plants, about what a act of 
inspection is on establishment of the phytosanitary state (addition 27).  

 

5.5.2. Inspection of sowing, planting plants, long-term planting, compositions and others like that conduct 
after the methods of visual supervisions with the use of Pheromones traps, food charms, huntings passes 
and others like that.  

 

5.6. A control inspection is included by the review of sowing, landings in a chess order or after the 
diagonal of the field, selection of standards of plants, collection of harmful organisms, standards of soil 
and damaged plants. Standards accompany the labels of standard pattern and direction in a quarantine 
laboratory (necessarily marking that these standards are selected during the leadthrough of inspections).  

 

5.7. In storage facilities standards from subquarantine materials for phytosanitary examination are taken 
away in accordance with the requirements of current legislation. For the inspections of storage facilities 
apply: visual inspections, pheromone traps and food charms, are with the obligatory observance of 
methodical requirements for their application.  

 

5.8. In the case of exposure of quarantine organism and confirmation of phytosanitary examination of 
quarantine laboratory his results of quarantine of plants a picture consists the government controller of 
introduction of the quarantine mode.  

 

Introduction of the quarantine mode is carried out in obedience to requirements To the law of Ukraine 
"About the quarantine of plants".  

 

5.9. Parties of subquarantine materials which are infected by quarantine organisms are shut out to the 
export, import, realization and use and subject to the disinfestation, cleaning, elimination or head for the 
technical processing.  

 

5.10. On the basis of statement of person and absence in subquarantine materials of quarantine organisms 
government controller from the quarantine of plants authorized to design a quarantine certificate.  

 

5.11. A quarantine certificate is printed and given out to the person after the leadthrough of phytosanitary 
control on the basis of act of phytosanitary control and conclusion of phytosanitary examination, and if 
necessary - a act is given about the disinfestation of subquarantine materials.  

 



Government controller from the quarantine of plants jointly with a shipper determines the location of 
leadthrough of review.  

 

5.12. Transport vehicles, intended for loading subquarantine materials, are subject to the quarantine 
review, and in the case of exposure of wreckers in the living state - to the disinfestation.  

 

5.13. A quarantine review, phytosanitary examination, disinfestation and other quarantine measures, with 
subquarantine materials is conducted due to the owner of goods in obedience to the requirements of 
current legislation.  

 

5.14. On call of owner of goods and in obedience to handed a in application a government controller from 
the quarantine of plants designs a quarantine certificate on materials which are grown, provided in a 
unquarantine area. By foundation for delivery of quarantine certificate conducted by a government 
controller from the quarantine of plants quarantine review of such materials.  

 

5.14.1. Transportation of Ukraine of subquarantine materials territory, that infection harmful organisms, 
is carried out escorted by a quarantine certificate on condition of the written consent of consignee.  

 

5.14.2. In the case of refuse of consignee to accept the infected subquarantine material a load is subject to 
the disinfestation.  

 

5.14.3. At the refuse of shipper to conduct a disinfestation a load to transportation is shut out, a quarantine 
certificate is not given out.  

 

5.15. Subquarantine materials which are transported within the limits of country registered in the 
magazine of registration of subquarantine materials which are transported within the limits of the state 
(addition 28).  

 

5.16. Before transporting subquarantine materials look around a inspector from the quarantine of plants in 
the presence of shipper or his representative.  

 

5.16.1. Loads and transport vehicles are subject phytosanitary control to loading in the places of their 
storage (compositions, railheads, ports, terminals and others like that). After the review of subquarantine 
materials and transport vehicles loading of load and export of him is conducted to destination.  

 



5.16.2. Moving of subquarantine materials and objects, except for those which are under custom control, 
from one area in other it is forbidden without the concordance of Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

5.17. The quarantine review of subquarantine materials is conducted the second time: at suspicion on a 
infection, during warehousing, concentration (accumulation) and at sorting in marine ports, on railheads, 
autotransitions, terminals and enterprises.  

 

A final conclusion about the quarantine state of load after a disinfestation is set on the basis of the 
repeated review and phytosanitary examination.  

 

5.18. Registration of quarantine certificates in a address the places of direct realization or trading in 
subquarantine materials (markets) is conducted with the obligatory pointing in them of address and 
telephone of state inspection from the quarantine of plants at the place of setting subquarantine materials.  

 

5.19. Persons are under a obligation to be instrumental in government controllers from the quarantine of 
plants in execution the duties laid on them.  

 

5.20. At the receipt of subquarantine material a person is under a obligation to give him for the second 
quarantine review to the government controller from the quarantine of plants, severely adhering to the 
requirements, foreseen in a quarantine certificate.  

 

5.21. A quarantine certificate is considered actual at presence of print of point from the quarantine of 
plants (xerox copy and photocopies of seal is not allowed), personal number and signature of person 
which gave out a certificate. Any corrections in the designed quarantine certificate are categorically 
forbidden.  

 

5.22. In the case of bringing in the quarantine certificate of unreliable information such certificate is 
considered invalid and subject to re-issuance a government controller from the quarantine of plants. Thus 
a person conducts payment in obedience to operating rates. Invalid quarantine certificates are eliminated 
by a government controller from the quarantine of plants and copied off in the order set by a legislation.  

 

5.23. The form of quarantine certificate filled in printing a letter, legibly, without corrections, by a official 
language.  

 

5.24. Diversion of subquarantine material during transporting it is forbidden without a quarantine 
certificate.  

 



5.25. About all cases of violation of quarantine measures, requirements, orders and others like that at a 
purveyance, storage, transporting, import, export, processing and realization of subquarantine materials 
state inspections from the quarantine of plants are under a obligation to report Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

5.26. A quarantine certificate is considered invalid after such criteria, if:  

 

illegibly expounded information (to the not end processed document or reading him is impossible);  

 

the term of action made off;  

 

contains uncertified changes;  

 

at registration the used formulations which conflict with the ratified form of certificate;  

 

a destination address does not answer the address indicated in a certificate;  

 

incongruous information takes place about the quarantine state of subquarantine materials;  

 

corrections in a certificate are brought in by a person after his delivery by a government controller from 
the quarantine of plants;  

 

xerox copy of certificate is not notarized by a seal in accordance with established procedure;  

 

the form of certificate does not answer a form which is ratified by Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn;  

 

the quarantine state of subquarantine material does not answer information in a quarantine certificate 
(subquarantine material is infected by quarantine organisms);  

 

a absent number of quarantine certificate and seal of point is from the quarantine of plants.  

 

6. Order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials 



 

6.1. Processing and realization of subquarantine materials is carried out after the leadthrough of 
phytosanitary control.  

 

6.2. During the leadthrough of phytosanitary control a government controller examines from the 
quarantine of plants, analyses, sends subquarantine materials to phytosanitary examination, and also 
checks the presence of phytosanitary and quarantine documents for these materials.  

 

Such documents is:  

 

quarantine certificate;  

 

conclusion of phytosanitary examination;  

 

act of phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials and objects and transport vehicles.  

 

6.3. phytosanitary and quarantine documents certify the phytosanitary state of subquarantine materials, 
and also fitness to processing, realization and use of subquarantine materials.  

 

6.4. Territories of enterprises which redo and will realize subquarantine materials are subject to the 
inspection government controllers from the quarantine of plants with the use of pheromone traps and food 
charms with the purpose of exposure of harmful organisms.  

 

6.5. Opening of transport vehicles which transport subquarantine materials, on enterprises, that they are 
redone and will realize, carried out with permission a government controller from the quarantine of 
plants, and their unloading is conducted only after the results of quarantine review and phytosanitary 
examination.  

 

6.6. The imported subquarantine materials during unloading are warehoused separately from domestic.  

 

6.7. In the case of exposure for persons, which carry out realization of subquarantine materials (during the 
leadthrough of quarantine review), harmful organisms such load is subject to the obligatory disinfestation 
or elimination.  

 



A question in relation to the leadthrough of disinfestation and subsequent use of subquarantine materials 
decides Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn.  

 

6.8. After the leadthrough of process of processing of subquarantine materials of both domestic and 
imported their wastes, infected by the quarantine types of weeds and illnesses subject to elimination by 
incineration.  

 

(point 6.8 with changes, brought in in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

6.9. A person or proprietor of subquarantine materials which are intended for realization are under a 
obligation to give them for phytosanitary control to the government controller from the quarantine of 
plants for the leadthrough of phytosanitary examination.  

 

6.10. The fitness of subquarantine materials for realization to the population is confirmed by the 
conclusion of laboratory of phytosanitary examination and act of phytosanitary control.  

 

6.11. Trading posts on agro-food markets are given by their operators to the persons which carry out the 
sale of plants and vegetable products, only after producing by them act of phytosanitary control which 
seems a government controller from the quarantine of plants.  

 

6.12. In a time of leadthrough of phytosanitary control processing and realization of subquarantine 
material is forbidden. The apartment of composition or transport vehicle seales with subquarantine 
material (stopping with symbolism of quarantine service and number of state inspection from the 
quarantine of plants).  

 

6.12.1. Final determination of the phytosanitary state of subquarantine materials is done by the specialists 
of quarantine laboratories in the conclusions of phytosanitary examination.  

 

6.12.2. A right for the removal of stopping with symbolism of government service from the quarantine of 
plants has only government controller from the quarantine of plants.  

 

6.13. At establishment verification of imitation of phytosanitary documents materials after the proper 
business head for law enforcement authorities.  

 



6.14. At the exposure of violations by a government controller from the quarantine of plants, namely 
absence for the persons of phytosanitary and quarantine documents on subquarantine material, non-
fulfillment of requirements normatively legal acts, violation of requirements in relation to the leadthrough 
of fight against harmful organisms subquarantine material is subject to the immediate quarantine review 
with the selection of standards for phytosanitary examination. Person - a violator is attracted to 
administrative responsibility, about what protocol and act of verification of implementation of measures 
is on the quarantine of plants (addition 29).  

 

6.15. It is forbidden:  

 

to clean out transport vehicles which transported subquarantine material on territory of processing 
enterprises and markets;  

 

to realize and redo subquarantine materials which not passed phytosanitary control;  

 

to use for unloading of subquarantine material mechanisms and powers which was used for unloading of 
other subquarantine materials, without the previous cleaning;  

 

to use for a accumulation and realization storage facilities which were not inspected or tested by a 
government controller from the quarantine of plants;  

 

to redo and realize subquarantine material which is taken out from a quarantine area, without the 
leadthrough of the special quarantine measures;  

 

to give out or use wastes after processing of subquarantine material;  

 

to accumulate on territory of enterprises and markets walking away from processing of subquarantine 
materials, infected by the quarantine types of weeds and illnesses, and walking away from stripping of 
transport vehicles, mechanisms, powers and unloading grounds.  

 

(a indention is eighth to the point 6.15 in the release of order of Ministry 

 agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

   

 



Main government controller  

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 1 

to the point there are 2.1.1 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

Ukraine 

Ministry of agrarian policy 

A main state inspection is from the quarantine of plants 

Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn 

  

QUARANTINE PERMISSION ON  

IMPORT (TRANSIT)  

 

75/__________  

 

It is let these   

 

(essential elements of proprietor of subquarantine material)  

export ______________________________________________________________________________ 

transit ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

such subquarantine materials:  



  

 

1. Materials which are brought in must be free of quarantine organisms:  

  

 

2. In the point of import materials must answer such requirements:  

  

 

3. Every party of subquarantine material must be accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate, which 
certifies that materials answer: 

 

 

 

4. A import is settled through boundary points:  

  

with obligatory quarantine control and examination. Subquarantine materials must be transported from 
the point of import to the place of setting without opening of transport vehicle during transporting.  

 

5. Such quarantine measures must be conducted at the place of setting: 

  

  

 

In obedience to By the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" but 
_____________________________________ 

it is given out ___________________ by a term _________________________________  

 

                                                        Chief of Main state  

                                                        inspections are from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine 
_______________________  

                     

                                                        Chief of department 



                                                        external quarantine of plants _____________________________  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 2 

to the point there are 2.1.1 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

To the chief of Ukrgolovderzhkarantyn 

 

CONCERTEDLY 

Chief of national inspection 

from the quarantine of plants 

for ______________ areas 

 

STATEMENT 

on registration of quarantine import permit (transit)  

 

Place of the use of subquarantine material (at registration of permission on transit - country of setting)  

   

   

   

   



Destination address  

   

   

Identification code  

   

Establishment - importer of subquarantine material - recipient (at registration of permission on transit - 
establishment-ferryman)  

   

   

   

   

Name of subquarantine material and his amount (after each separately)  

   

   

   

Country of origin  

country of re-export  

   

   

A point of admission is on a state boundary (at registration of permission on transit the point of departure 
is specified)  

   

 

                                                                             Signature of owner of goods 
_________________________  

 

                                                                             Date of presentation of statement           
________________ of 20__  

 

 

Notes: To the statement added:  



     1. Copy of contract.  

     2. Document which confirms payment.  

     3. If necessary agreement on processing (storage), documents in relation to placing on quarantine 
verification and others like that.  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 3 

to the point there are 2.1.2 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

MINISTRY OF AGRARIAN POLICY OF UKRAINE  

 

A state inspection is from the quarantine of plants 

in ______________________ a area  

 

QUARANTINE CERTIFICATE N 75/___  

 

         from ____________ 20__ year                                                    actual to ____________ 20__ year  

 

1. Given out 
___________________________________________________________________________ 



                                                                                 (to the enterprise, organization, establishment and 
others like that) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                         (essential elements of proprietor of subquarantine and controlled 
material) 

in that a export is let him (to it) _________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                  (exact address and essential elements of recipient) 

subquarantine, controlled material _______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

2. General seating capacity (things, units) _________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

3. Gross weight (tons, kg, gs) 
_____________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                             (by letters)  

 

4. Method of transporting ______________________________________________________________ 

                                                                         (number or registration number of transport vehicle)  

 

5. Dispatch-station (point, place) ____________________________________________________  

 

6. Station (point, place) of setting ____________________________________________________  

 

7. The phytosanitary state makes sure on the basis of the field inspection, quarantine review, examination 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                           (a mark is about the phytosanitary state of material and conducted 
measures)  

 



8. Such terms are set at sending, receipt and use of subquarantine load: 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

9. Certificate, given out on foundation To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants": 
_____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

sign 

 

Government controller 

from the quarantine of plants       _____________________                     
 _________________________________ 

                                                                          (signature)                                                                             
(last name, initials)  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 4 

to the point there are 2.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 



   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 5 

to the point there are 2.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 6 

to the point there are 2.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   



 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 7 

to the point there are 2.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 8 

to the point there are 2.6 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 



Magazine of registration of phytosanitary control and laboratory examinations of subquarantine materials 
and transport vehicles which arrive from abroad to Ukraine through the point of admission 
____________________________  

 

N  

from/  

Date of realization of review  

Name of quarantine material  

Amount and unit  

Type of transportation, number of transport vehicle  

Country of origin of quarantine material  

Number of quarantine permission, terms of his action  

Number of phytosanitary - 

packing-case certificate  - 

executioner  

Essential elements of owner of goods or representative of proprietor  

Place of custom arrangement A number pressed- 

on examination  

 

Amount of the selected tests  

Conclusion of phytosanitary examination  

phytosanitary state of subquarantine material (objects which found out at a quarantine review)  

Number of inspection certificate  

Conducted measures  

Signature of duty inspector  

objects of entomologist  

phytopathology objects  

weeds  

 Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  



  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 9 

to the point there are 2.6 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of duties of government controllers is on BIP ________________  

 

N  

from/ 

Date and time of beginning of duty  

Date and time of completion of duty  

Last name, name and patronymic duty state inspector  

List of measures which are not followed by a state inspector during a duty, and that it is needed to do to 
the variable state inspector  

Signature of duty state inspector  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 10 



to the point there are 2.7 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

MINISTRY OF AGRARIAN POLICY OF UKRAINE 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY OF UKRAINE  

 

State inspection from the quarantine of plants for / Plant Quarantine State Inspection for ________ 

____________________________ areas/Region  

 

ACT N ___________ 

phytosanitary control of subquarantine materials, objects and transport vehicles, and also selection of 
standards for phytosanitary examination  

 

Phytosanitary Inspection and Sampling Certificate # _________ Of Materials and Transport Liable to 
Quarantine and Monitoring  

 

Date/Date: ___ ____________ 20__ to the year 

 

By me, by a government controller from the quarantine of plants / I, Public Plant Quarantine Inspector, 
_____________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

in obedience to By the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" the review of subquarantine 
materials, objects and transport vehicles is conducted with the selection of standards for phytosanitary 
examination:/ 

according to Law of Ukraine "About Plant Quarantine", have inspected the following materials and 
transport facililies liable to monitoring and selected their samples for guarantine inspection: 

Name of material / Name of material: 
_________________________________________________________ 

Amount (weight, seating, units, m capacity 3) / Quantity (weight, number of stowage places, units, m 3) 
______ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

Country (place) of origin / Country (place) of origin 
___________________________________________ 



Type of transporting (name, number of transport vehicle) / Type of transportation (name, number of 

cargo vehicle) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Escorted by transport documents / Accompanied by shipping documents ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

Quarantine permission / Quarantine Admission      N _________ from / valid from _________ to/till 
_________ 

phytosanitary (quarantine) certificate / Phytosanitary Certificate      N ________________ 

from / valid from ___________ 20______ 

Given out to address / Issued by to the address 
_________________________________________________ 

Place of storage (to the review) / Place of storage 
__________________________________________________ 

For examination the selected standards / The following samples have been selected for quarantine 
inspection 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

In a amount / in an amount of 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Units/units, standards/weight _____________________________________________________________ 

Conducted measures / Measures taken 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

Term of leadthrough of measures (at the exposure of quarantine or other harmful organisms) 
___________ 

____________ in 20____ / Time ___ ___________ 20__ 

A act is made in a presence / This Certificate has been made in the presence of): 
_______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

A inspector is from the quarantine of plants / Inspector for Plant Quarantine 
___________________________________  



 

Representative of owner of goods / Cargo Owner's Representative 
_________________________________  

                                                      sign 

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 11 

to the point there are 2.8 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

Magazine of registration of leadthrough of phytosanitary control and delivery of quarantine certificates  

 

N 

from/  

Date of arrangement 

Number of quarantine certificate  

Name of subquarantine material  

Units  

Amount  

Sender (name, complete address)  

Recipient (name, complete address)  

Results of examination  



Signature of inspector  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 12 

to the point there are 2.9 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 13 

to the point there are 2.11 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

MINISTRY OF AGRARIAN POLICY OF UKRAINE  

 



State inspection 

from the quarantine of plants 

for ______________________  

 

ACT OF DETENTION (RETURNING) N _______  

 

from _______________ 20__ year  

 

By me, by a government controller from the quarantine of plants 
_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                                      (name and code of point) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                              (last name, name, patronymic) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

in a presence __________________________________________________________________________ 

                                   (owner of goods, representative of administration of point of admission, inspector 
of custom but other) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                            (last name, name, patronymic) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

on basis To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" it is detained 
__________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                              (name and amount of the detained subquarantine material) 



_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

by a origin from 
________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                  (country of origin) 

to address 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
. 

 

It is detained (it is returned) after to the occasion: 
________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_, 

 

about what the real act is made in _________________ copies.  

 

A government controller is from the quarantine of plants 
__________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                    (signature  

Representative of proprietor  

to the load 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                    (signature  

Inspector  

customs * 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                    (signature  

 

signature ____________ 

* - In case of registration of act on BIP.  

 



   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 14 

to the point there are 2.12 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of registration of the returned subquarantine materials is on BIP ________________  

 

N 

from/ 

Name of subquarantine material  

Amount of subquarantine material  

Essential elements of owner of goods  

Type of transportation and number of transport vehicle  

Country of origin  

Number of phytosanitary - 

packing-case certificate, QIP  

Foundation is for returning  

Last name, name, patronymic inspector and his signature  

 

   

 

Main government controller 



from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 15 

to the point there are 2.12 phytosanitary  rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

MINISTRY OF AGRARIAN POLICY OF UKRAINE  

 

State inspection 

from the quarantine of plants 

for ______________________  

 

ACT OF EXCEPTION N _______  

 

from ____________ 20__ year  

 

By me, by a government controller from the quarantine of plants 
_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                                    (name and code of point) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                            (last name, name, patronymic) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

in a presence __________________________________________________________________________ 



                                    (owner of goods, representative of administration of point of admission, inspector 
of custom but other) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                            (last name, name, patronymic) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_  

 

on basis To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" a exception is conducted 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_  

                                                                (name and amount of the withdrawn subquarantine material) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_,  

 

what arrived from 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                   (country of origin) 

to address 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_.  

 

It is withdrawn after to the occasion: 
____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_, 

 

about what the real act is made in _________________ copies.  

 

A government controller is from the quarantine of plants 
__________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                       (signature  

Owner of goods _______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                       (signature  



Inspector of custom 
______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                       (signature  

 

sign 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 16 

to the point there are 2.12 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of registration of the withdrawn and destroyed subquarantine and controlled  

materials is on BIP ________________  

 

N  

from/ 

Name of subquarantine material  

Amount of subquarantine material  

Essential elements of owner of goods  

Type of transportation  and number of transport vehicle  

Country of origin  

Number of phytosanitary 

packing-case certificate, QIP 



Foundation is for a exception  

Last name, name, patronymic inspector and his signature  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 17 



to the point there are 2.28.3 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

Magazine of registration of leadthrough of control inspections and inspections 3-kilometre areas  

 

N 

from/ 

Place of leadthrough of inspection  

Date of leadthrough of inspection  

Area will inspected territories  

Character of the inspected territory  

Name of object  

Method of inspection  

Results of inspection 

(act of state control)  

It is discovered as a result of inspections  

Last name of inspector, which conducted a inspection, and his signature  

Notes  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 18 



to the point there are 3.4 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

1. Exporter and his address 

Name and adress of the exporter  

2. phytosanitary certificate on 

re-export 

PHYTOSANITARY CERTIFICATE FOR  

RE-EXPORT 

                                               N   

3. Importer and his address 

Declared name and adress of consignee  

     

4. In organization of quarantine to defence of plants 

___________________________ (country-importer)  

To Quarantine and Plant Protection 

Organization __________________ (country of import)  

5. Place of origin 

Place of origin  

6. Point of import 

Declared point of entry 

  

  

   

UKRAINE 

UKRAINE  

 

Government service is from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

 

State Servise on Quarantine of Plants in Ukraine  



 

7. Method of transporting  

Declared means of conveyance  

8. Marking, name of subquarantine material, botanical name of plants  

 

Marks, number and description of packages, name of produce, botanical name of plants  

9. Amount 

Quantity  

10. This certificate certifies what plants, vegetable products or other managed materials, are marked were 
higher imported (country of re-export) __________ from _____________ (country of origin) escorted by 
a phytosanitary certificate N ________ original, ratified copy, which are added to this certificate, that 
they were cased (recooperaged) in the original new packing, that certainly by a original phytosanitary 
certificate, and a additional inspection is acknowledge their conforming to the operating phytosanitary 
requirements of country-importer, and also it is witnessed that at their storage in Ukraine a load was not 
subject to the risk of infecting or infection. 

This is to certify that the plants, plant products or other regulated articles described above 
______________ where imported into (countracting party of re-export) __________ from ___________ 
(countracting party of origin) covered by Phytosanitary certificate N __________ in original certified true 
cop of which is attached to this certificate; that they are packed repacked in original new containers, that 
based on the original phytosanitary certificate and additional inspection, they are considered to conform 
with the current phytosanitary requirements of the importing contracting party, and that during storage in 
________________ (contracting party of re-export) the consignment has not been subjected to the risk of 
infestation or infection.  

11. Additional declaration 

Additional declaration  

DISINFESTATION 

Disinfestation and/or disinfection treatment  

18. Place of registration 

Place of issue 

Date 

Date 

  

Last name of state inspector 

Name of 

authorized officer  



Signature of inspector 

Signature of 

authorized officer  

Stamp 

Stamp  

12. Treatment 

Treatment  

13. Chemical 

(operating matter) 

Chemical 

(active ingradient)  

14. Display 

but temperature 

Duration 

and temperature  

15. Concentration 

Concentration  

16. Date 

Date  

17. Additional information 

Additional information  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 



Addition 19 

to the point there are 3.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

 

   

 

Addition 20 

to the point there are 3.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of registration of transit subquarantine materials is on BIP ________________  

 

N 

from/  

A number of quarantine permission is on transit  

Exporter and his essential elements  

Name of subquarantine material  

Amount of subquarantine material  

Importer and his essential elements  

Results of phytosanitary               - 



packing-case control  

Signature of duty inspector  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 21 

to the point there are 4.3 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

1. Exporter and his address 

Name and adress of the exporter  

2. phytosanitary certificate 

PHYTOSANITARY CERTIFICATE  

 

                 N                          .  

3. Importer and his address 

Declared name and adress of consignee 

  

  

   

  

4. In organization of quarantine to defence of plants 

___________________________ (country-importer) 

To Quarantine and Plant Protection 



Organization __________________ (country of import)  

5. Place of origin 

Place of origin  

6. Point of import 

Declared point of entry 

  

  

   

UKRAINE 

UKRAINE 

  

Government service is from a quarantine  

plants of Ukraine 

 

State Servise on Quarantine of Plants in Ukraine  

 

7. Method of transporting 

Declared means of conveyance 

  

8. Marking, name of subquarantine material, botanical name of plants 

Marks, number and description of packages, name of produce, botanical name of plants  

9. Amount 

Quantity  

10. This certificate certifies what plants, vegetable products or other managed materials, are marked were 
higher tested and/or passed examination in accordance with necessary official procedures and considered 
free of harmful organisms which are a quarantine for a country-importer, and answer the operating 
phytosanitary requirements of country-importer, including the managed unquarantine harmful organisms. 

This is to certify that the plants, plant products or other regulated articles described above have been 
inspected and/or tested according to appropriate official procedures and are considered to de free from the 
quarantine pests specified by the importing contracting party and to conform with the current 
phytosanitary requirements of the importing contracting party including those for regulated non-
quarantine pests.  

11. Additional declaration 



Additional declaration  

DISINFESTATION 

Disinfestation and/or disinfection treatment  

18. Place of registration 

Place of issue  

 

Date 

Date  

 

Last name of state inspector 

Name of 

authorized officer  

 

Signature of inspector 

Signature of 

authorized officer  

 

Stamp 

Stamp  

12. Treatment 

Treatment  

13. Chemical 

(operating matter) 

Chemical 

(active ingradient)  

14. Display 

but temperature 

Duration 

and temperature  

15. Concentration 



Concentration  

16. Date 

Date  

17. Additional information 

Additional information  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 22 

to the point there are 4.3 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of registration of delivery of phytosanitary certificates and phytosanitary certificates is on a 
re-export  

 

N 

from/  

Date of arrangement 

Number of phytosanitary certificate  

Name of subquarantine material  

Units  

Amount  

Sender (name, complete address)  



Recipient 

(name, complete address)  

Results of examination  

Signature of inspector  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 23 

to the point there are 4.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

STATEMENT 

on registration of phytosanitary certificate, quarantine certificate  

 

1. Sender (exporter) and his address __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

2. Recipient (importer) and his address ___________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

3. Place (region) of origin and place of storage ___________________________________________ 



_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

4. Method of transporting and number of transport vehicle ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

5. A point of import is to importing country * 
___________________________________________________  

 

6. Amount (volume or weight) of subquarantine material ______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

7. Name of subquarantine material and marking __________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

8. Point or dispatch-station ________________________________________________________  

 

9. Point or station of setting ________________________________________________________  

 

10. Additional declaration or information which is given by a declarant 
_____________________________ 

_________________________________________________________  

 

11. Requirement from the quarantine of plants to subquarantine material and transport vehicle, that must 
be executed at registration of certificate ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

Date of presentation of statement: 

________________ 200_ to the year  

 



  

                                                                                                                    Sender (exporter) 

 ______________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                          
   (last name and signature)  

 

____________ 

* Filled only for phytosanitary certificates on a export and phytosanitary certificates on a re-export.  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 24 

to the point there are 4.5 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

Magazine of registration of subquarantine materials which are taken out on a export from Ukraine  

 

N  

from/ 

Name of subquarantine material  

Amount and unit  

Place of origin  

Services- 



drooped and his address  

Method of transportation and number of transport mean  

Recipient and his address  

Act of phytosanitary- 

packing-case control  

Date of delivery  

Certificate of quarantine  

 examinations  

Date of delivery  

phytosanitary 

packing-case state  

conducted measures  

phytosanitary - 

packing-case certificate 

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 25 

to the point there are 4.9 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

A magazine of registration of export subquarantine materials is on BIP _____________________  

 



N 

from  

Number of phytosanitary - 

packing-case certificate and date of his registration  

Exporter and his essential elements  

Name of subquarantine material  

Amount of subquarantine material  

Importer and his essential elements  

Results of phytosanitary - 

packing-case control  

Signature of duty inspector  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 26 

to the point there are 4.9 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  



  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 27 

to the point there are 5.5.1 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine  

 

A state inspection is from the quarantine of plants 

for _______________ areas  

 

ACT N ________ 

a inspection is on establishment of the phytosanitary state  

 

____________________ in 20__  

 

By me, by a government controller from the quarantine of plants 
_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

on foundation To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" in the presence of representatives: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_  

 

a inspection is conducted: 
__________________________________________________________________ 



_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

name of enterprise, establishment, organization 
__________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Place of location, address: area, district, city, settlement and others like that 
_______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Information about the landed area, general area (hectare) 
_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Culture which is grown and inspects ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

It is inspected (hectare) on the exposure of quarantine organism 
________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Method of leadthrough of inspection 
___________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 



 

It is discovered the staggered plants 
______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

It is selected the damaged standards in a amount 
________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_  

 

Directionally on confirmation in a quarantine laboratory _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Conclusions and recommendations of government controller are from the quarantine of plants: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 



A ACT is made in 2th copies, one of which got 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                                              (position) 

citizen ___________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                             (last name, name, patronymic)  

 

                                                                                                                                   (signature)  

 

A government controller is from the quarantine of plants               
 __________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                        
(signature)  

 

Representatives:  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 28 

to the point there are 5.15 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

 

Magazine of registration of subquarantine materials which are transported within the limits of the state  

 



N  

from/  

Name of subquarantine  material  

Keel- 

bone  

Place of origin 

Sender and his address  

Method of transportation and N transport mean  

Recipient and his address  

Act of phytosanitary- 

packing-case control  

Date of delivery  

Certificate of quarantine examinations  

Date of delivery  

phytosanitary state  

applied  measures  

quarantine Certificate 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 29 

to the point there are 6.14 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

Ministry of agrarian policy of Ukraine  



 

A state inspection is from the quarantine of plants 

for ________________________ areas  

 

ACT N _______ 

verifications of implementation of measures are on the quarantine of plants  

 

___ ____________ in 20__  

 

By me, by a government controller from the quarantine of plants 
_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                         (last name, name, patronymic) 

on foundation To the law of Ukraine "About the quarantine of plants" in the presence of representatives 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

verification of implementation of measures is conducted on the quarantine of plants 
___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                       (name of economy, enterprise, organization) 

_______________ areas _________________ of borough __________________, settlement and others 
like that  

 

        It is set verification: __________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                              (to specify, for what period) 



_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

On the basis of current legislation from the quarantine of plants obligate: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 



_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

                                                                                                                    (position) 

citizen __________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                   (last name, name, patronymic)  

 

To accept such measures: 
____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                     (to specify the term of implementation of every 
measure) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_  

 

In the case of non-fulfillment of measures on the quarantine of plants citizens and public servants are 
attracted to administrative responsibility in obedience to by the article 238-2 Administrative Law 

 

A act is made in 2th copies, one of which got _______________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                        
(position) 



citizen ___________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                 (last name, name, patronymic)  

 

                       /Signature/  

 

Government controller 

from the quarantine of plants 
____________________________________________________________________  

 

                       (signature)  

 

Representatives: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  (signature) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  (signature) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  (signature)  

 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

   

 

Addition 30 

to the point there are 4.7 phytosanitary rules of import from abroad, transportation within the limits of 
country, transit, export, order of processing and realization of subquarantine materials  

 

   



 

   

 

Main government controller 

from the quarantine of plants of Ukraine  

  

Y.V.Dobryanskiy 

(phytosanitary rules are complemented by addition 30 in obedience to a order 

 There are ministries of agrarian policy of Ukraine from 28.03.2006 N 154) 

 

  

 


